LIST OF PLATES

Pl. 1. Section IV from the north showing walls c' and d' consisting of rectangular tufa blocks laid in stretchers.
Pl. 2. Section IV, wall c' (north side) consisting of three courses of red-brown tufa blocks. The second upper block from the left is of white tufa. At the base of the wall, the remains of a stratum of compressed tufa.
Pl. 3. Section I from the southeast. In the background, wall d consisting of red-brown tufa blocks laid in stretchers with one projecting header. At the base of the wall, the remains of a stratum of compressed tufa. In the foreground and under the tufa stratum are the remains of the earliest Archaic road.
Pl. 4. Section I, inner face of wall d with a stratum of smoothened tufa at its base. Continuous chisel marks are visible on the adjacent blocks.
Pl. 5. Wall c in section III partly covered by a pavement consisting of a thick layer of densely packed pebbles. At the base of the wall are the remains of the Archaic pavement of brownish tufa chunks.
Pl. 6. Section I, northern part from the east: the sectioned pavement of white tufa chunks partly covering the east-west wall of structure e; to the south, two blocks of wall d. To the north of wall e, a concentration of closely packed fragments of storage jars and small tufa lumps, which could either be a substratum to the pavement or the remains of the pavement itself.
Pl. 7. General view of the Late-Archaic road walls c and d, from the east. In the foreground, the remains of the Archaic pavement of white tufa chunks and Late-Archaic wall h. In the background, white wall a.
Pl. 8. Wall h from the southeast.
Pl. 9. Eastern part of the excavation showing wall c' and the triangular structure on its southern side.
Pl. 10. The remains of the Archaic pavement of white tufa chunks at the bottom of the natural depression.
Pl. 11. Detail of the Archaic pavement lying about 0.50 m below the lowest blocks of walls c, at the far end of the preserved western stretch of the road. To the right, the earliest phase consisting of large pebbles. These are covered by a pavement of white tufa chunks (visible to the left).
Pl. 12. Detail of the Archaic pavement showing brownish tufa lumps bordered by a row of irregular tufa blocks.
Pl. 13. Detail of the Archaic pavement of pebbles situated in the space between wall c and the edge of the depression in section III.
Pl. 15. Bucchero bowl from the foundation trench of wall c.
Pl. 16. Section III: stratum of roof-tiles belonging to a gutter which covered the space between wall c and the edge of the depression. Among the roof-tiles is the upper half of an orange coarse ware jar.
Pl. 17. Wall g from the north.
Pl. 18. Walls f (below) and i (on top), from the west.
Pl. 19. Walls f (to the left) and i (to the right) bordering the remains of the pavement of white tufa chunks (from the south).
Pl. 20. Section IIA: wall g (from the south). In the foreground, the remains of the dump stratum covering road wall d.
Pl. 21. Section IIA: limestone blocks along the east wall of structure g.
Pl. 22. Section IIA: southeast corner of structure g. Limestone blocks along the walls.
Pl. 23. Section III: road wall d covered by the remains of a later pavement of small, closely packed, reddish tufa lumps.
Pl. 24. Section III: detail of the remains of a pavement of reddish tufa lumps overlying road wall d in section III.
Pl. 25. White wall a from the east.
Pl. 26. Section I: the back (south side) of white wall a.
Pl. 27. Section II from the north. In the foreground, wall g; in the background, white wall a. In the centre, the probable remains of the Late-Archaic pavement.

Pl. 28. Section I: wall c (to the left) and the junction of wall a/b, showing the two final blocks of wall b laid as headers.

Pl. 29. Section I: junction of wall a/b, showing the upper final block of wall b laid as a header.

Pl. 30. Section III: junction of wall a/b showing Late-Archaic tiles underneath the final block of wall b.

Pl. 31. Section IIA: wall a (to the right) with unworked and projecting lower blocks; in front, the sand layer partly covering road wall c; to the left, the remains of the dump stratum.

Pl. 32. Section IIA: wall a (to the left) with unworked and projecting lower blocks; to the right, road wall c partly covered by the remains of the dump stratum; in the centre, roof-tiles in situ covering the space between the virgin soil and road wall c.

Pl. 33. General view of section III, from the north. In the background, the junction of wall a/b, road wall c and the remains of the Archaic pavement at its base. In the foreground, road wall d covered by the remains of a later pavement of reddish-brown tufa lumps.

Pl. 34. Section III: junction of wall a/b, from the south.

Pl. 35. General view of section III, from the north. In the centre, the dump stratum covering the Late-Archaic road. In the foreground, the remains of a pavement of reddish-brown tufa lumps.

Pl. 36. South part of section III. In the background, the junction of wall a/b showing tiles underneath the final block of wall b and in the gap between two other blocks. In the foreground, the sectioned pebble pavement covering road wall c lying on top of a sandy sub-layer. At the base of wall c are the remains of the Archaic pavement.

Pl. 37. Section IIA from the west showing the dump stratum and sand stratum in front of white wall a.

Pl. 38 Eastern part of the excavation. Structure z from the north showing three rectangular reddish-brown tufa blocks and a white tufa slab in front. In the left foreground, the remains of a pavement probably belonging to the Late-Archaic road.

Pl. 39. Eastern part of the excavation. Structure z from the northeast.

Pl. 40. Eastern part of the excavation. Large concentration of ceramics, roof-tiles and tufa lumps along the outer side of south wall c', at the western end of the triangular structure.

Pl. 41. Child grave found along the foundation wall of the Roman villa.

Pl. 42. Grave ST 2 showing the remains of the skeleton and two vases near the head. The grave has ledges along all its sides.

Pl. 43. Finds from the foundation trench of wall c. Bottom left, the upper half of a jar found under the roof-tiles of the gutter covering the foundation trench.

Pl. 44. Finds from the dump stratum.

Pl. 45. Fragments of two Late-Archaic roof-tiles and of the rim of a dolium, found underneath and against the corner block of wall b in section III.

Pl. 46. Selection of finds from the dump stratum: large basins, jars and bowls.

Pl. 47. Iron Age finds from the top stratum.

Pl. 48. Teglia from the dump stratum.
Fig. 1. Map of Satricum (Borgo Le Ferriere) showing ancient remains and excavation areas
Fig. 2. Map of the acropolis showing the various tufa foundations
Fig. 3. Map of the Santarelli area in the Poggio dei Cavallari, showing the various excavation trenches.
Fig. 4. Groundplan of the walls in the Poggio dei Cavallari discovered during the excavation campaigns of 1984 and 1996-1997

Scavi Santarelli 1984, 1996-97
Fig. 5. Western part of groundplan of the walls in the Poggio dei Cavallari
Fig. 6. Eastern part of the groundplan of the walls in the Poggio dei Cavallari
Fig. 7. Groundplan of the walls of structures e-f and g/i
a. Section I, wall c (from the south)
b. Section I, wall c (from the north)
c. Section I, wall d (from the south)
d. Section I, wall e (from the north)
e. Section IV, wall c' (from the north)
f. Section IV, wall c' (from the south)
g. Section IV, wall d' (from the south)
h. Section IV, wall d' (from the north)
i. Wall f (below), wall i (on top) (from the west)
j. Wall g (from the north)
k. Section II. Wall g (from the north)

Fig. 8. Various wall structures in the Poggio dei Cavallari
Fig. 9. Various wall structures in the Poggio dei Cavallari
Fig. 10. Section I: western side
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Fig. 12. Sounding through the pavement in trench S 7
Fig. 13. Section II: western side

Fig. 14. Section II: eastern side

Fig. 15. Section IIA: western side
Fig. 18. General plan of the Southwest Necropolis
Fig. 19. Top view and cross-section of grave plot 62, 64a/b, 111, 125 and 126a/b
Fig. 20. Grave ST 2 and its finds

Fig. 22. Bucchero kantharos with double-reeded handles from the Southwest Necropolis

Fig. 21. Olla forata from the Southwest Necropolis

Fig. 23. Miniature lead axe-head with inscription
Fig. I. Finds from the foundation trench of wall c (sections I and III): surface Archaic road (nos. 3-12) and fill of trench (nos. 1-2)
Fig. II. Finds from the sand layer associated with walls g/i and j (section II and IIA)
Fig. III. Finds from the layer on top of the sand layer associated with walls g/i and j (section II and IIA)
Fig. IV. Finds from the dump stratum: trays
Fig. V. Finds from the dump stratum: basins
Fig. VI. Finds from the dump stratum: basins
Fig. VII. Finds from the dump stratum: basins
Fig. VIII. Finds from the dump stratum: Etruscan amphora
Fig. IX. Finds from the dump stratum: jars
Fig. X. Finds from the dump stratum: jars and bowls
Fig. XI. Finds from the dump stratum: fine wares
Fig. XII. Finds from the top stratum in section III
Fig. XIII. Finds from the top stratum in section III
Fig. XIV. Finds from the top stratum in the eastern part of the excavation
Fig. XV. Finds from the top stratum in the eastern part of the excavation
Pl. 1. Section IV from the north showing walls c' and d' consisting of rectangular tufa blocks laid in stretchers.

Pl. 2. Section IV, wall c' (north side) consisting of three courses of red-brown tufa blocks. The second upper block from the left is of white tufa. At the base of the wall, the remains of a stratum of compressed tufa.
Pl. 3. Section I from the southeast. In the background, wall d consisting of red-brown tufa blocks laid in stretchers with one projecting header. At the base of the wall, the remains of a stratum of compressed tufa. In the foreground and under the tufa stratum are the remains of the earliest Archaic road.

Pl. 4. Section I, inner face of wall d with a stratum of smoothened tufa at its base. Continuous chisel marks are visible on the adjacent blocks.
Pl. 5. Wall c in section III partly covered by a pavement consisting of a thick layer of densely packed pebbles. At the base of the wall are the remains of the Archaic pavement of brownish tufa chunks.

Pl. 6. Section I, northern part from the east: the sectioned pavement of white tufa chunks partly covering the east-west wall of structure e; to the south, two blocks of wall d. To the north of wall e, a concentration of closely packed fragments of storage jars and small tufa lumps, which could either be a substratum to the pavement or the remains of the pavement itself.
Pl. 7. General view of the Late-Archaic road walls c and d, from the east. In the foreground, the remains of the Archaic pavement of white tufa chunks and Late-Archaic wall h. In the background, white wall a.

Pl. 8. Wall h from the southeast.
Pl. 9. Eastern part of the excavation showing wall c' and the triangular structure on its southern side.

Pl. 10. The remains of the Archaic pavement of white tufa chunks at the bottom of the natural depression.
Pl. 11. Detail of the Archaic pavement lying about 0.50 m below the lowest blocks of walls c, at the far end of the preserved western stretch of the road. To the right, the earliest phase consisting of large pebbles. These are covered by a pavement of white tufa chunks (visible to the left).

Pl. 12. Detail of the Archaic pavement showing brownish tufa lumps bordered by a row of irregular tufa blocks.
Pl. 13. Detail of the Archaic pavement of pebbles situated in the space between wall c and the edge of the depression in section III.

Pl. 15. Bucchero bowl from the foundation trench of wall c.

Pl. 16. Section III: stratum of roof-tiles belonging to a gutter which covered the space between wall c and the edge of the depression. Among the roof-tiles is the upper half of an orange coarse ware jar.
Pl. 17. Wall g from the north.

Pl. 18. Walls f (below) and i (on top), from the west.
Pl. 19. Walls $f$ (to the left) and $i$ (to the right) bordering the remains of the pavement of white tufa chunks (from the south).

Pl. 20. Section IIA: wall $g$ (from the south). In the foreground, the remains of the dump stratum covering road wall $d$. 
Pl. 21. Section IIA: limestone blocks along the east wall of structure g.

Pl. 22. Section IIA: southeast corner of structure g. Limestone blocks along the walls.
Pl. 23. Section III: road wall $d$ covered by the remains of a later pavement of small, closely packed, reddish tufa lumps.

Pl. 24. Section III: detail of the remains of a pavement of reddish tufa lumps overlying road wall $d$ in section III.
Pl. 25. White wall \( a \) from the east.

Pl. 26. Section I: the back (south side) of white wall \( a \).
Pl. 27. Section II from the north. In the foreground, wall g; in the background, white wall a. In the centre, the probable remains of the Late-Archaic pavement.

Pl. 28. Section I: wall c (to the left) and the junction of wall a/b, showing the two final blocks of wall b laid as headers.
Pl. 29. Section I: junction of wall a/b, showing the upper final block of wall b laid as a header.

Pl. 30. Section III: junction of wall a/b showing Late-Archaic tiles underneath the final block of wall b
Pl. 31. Section IIA: wall a (to the right) with unworked and projecting lower blocks; in front, the sand layer partly covering road wall c; to the left, the remains of the dump stratum.

Pl. 32. Section IIA: wall a (to the left) with unworked and projecting lower blocks; to the right, road wall c partly covered by the remains of the dump stratum; in the centre, roof-tiles in situ covering the space between the virgin soil and road wall c.
Pl. 33. General view of section III, from the north. In the background, the junction of wall $a/b$, road wall $c$ and the remains of the Archaic pavement at its base. In the foreground, road wall $d$ covered by the remains of a later pavement of reddish-brown tufa lumps.

Pl. 34. Section III: junction of wall $a/b$, from the south.
Pl. 35. General view of section III, from the north. In the centre, the dump stratum covering the Late-Archaic road. In the foreground, the remains of a pavement of reddish-brown tufa lumps.

Pl. 36. South part of section III. In the background, the junction of wall a/b showing tiles underneath the final block of wall b and in the gap between two other blocks. In the foreground, the sectioned pebble pavement covering road wall c lying on top of a sandy sub-layer. At the base of wall c are the remains of the Archaic pavement.
Pl. 37. Section IIA from the west showing the dump stratum and sand stratum in front of white wall a.

Pl. 38. Eastern part of the excavation. Structure z from the north showing three rectangular reddish-brown tufa blocks and a white tufa slab in front. In the left foreground, the remains of a pavement probably belonging to the Late-Archaic road.
Pl. 39. Eastern part of the excavation. Structure z from the northeast.

Pl. 40. Eastern part of the excavation. Large concentration of ceramics, roof-tiles and tufa lumps along the outer side of south wall c', at the western end of the triangular structure.
Pl. 41. Child grave found along the foundation wall of the Roman villa.

Pl. 42. Grave ST 2 showing the remains of the skeleton and two vases near the head. The grave has ledges along all its sides.
Pl. 43. Finds from the foundation trench of wall c. Bottom left, the upper half of a jar found under the roof-tiles of the gutter covering the foundation trench.

Pl. 44. Finds from the dump stratum.

Pl. 45. Fragments of two Late-Archaic roof-tiles and of the rim of a dolium, found underneath and against the corner block of wall b in section III.
Pl. 46. Selection of finds from the dump stratum: large basins (top), jars (centre) and bowls (bottom).
Pl. 47. Iron Age finds from the top stratum.

Pl. 48. *Teglia* from the dump stratum.